
Xerox ColorQube® 8870
vs. Lexmark® C782 XL

The ColorQube 8870: incredible ease  
of use, amazing total cost of ownership, 
and exceptional color printing.

With the ColorQube 8870, customers get:
Best in class Total Cost of Ownership•	
Outstanding performance•	
Legendary solid ink ease-of-use•	
Intuitive print drivers•	
Color By Words for brilliant color control•	
Low environmental impact*•	

*  Cartridge-free solid ink: Less to manufacture, no empty toner cartridges to dispose or recycle, and less  
storage space required than comparable laser devices. According to Life Cycle analysis, solid ink printers 
produce 90 percent less waste during use than comparable laser devices.

ColorQube 8870 Lexmark C782 XL

2-page 
Acrobat file 
(newsletter 
style)

15.67 seconds 19.20 seconds

1-page 
Acrobat file 
(graphic 
intensive)

34.12 seconds 69.71 seconds

1-page 
Acrobat file 
(magazine 
cover)

26.39 seconds
1:55 (almost 2 minutes  
to print!)

Outstanding Performance: Amplify office production
Both the ColorQube 8870 and Lexmark C782 XL are rated at a blazingly 
fast 40 pages per minute output; however, the chart below highlights 
some real world performance advantages. It shows the most common 
print jobs submitted in a typical office environment.

Total Cost of Ownership: every dollar counts
The ColorQube 8870 is a color work-horse, and as such, offers customers 
printing high volumes of color pages the opportunity to enjoy immense  
savings compared to other color laser printers in the same class. Although  
the initial acquisition cost is somewhat higher, the savings achieved in the 
long run is better for your bottom line.

8870  C782dn XL
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(Numbers are derived using manufacturers’ published unit and consumable prices.)
Assumptions: Term of evaluation = 36 months; Average Monthly Print Volume = 3,200 pages;
Color pages vs. b/w = 70%; Toner coverage is 5% per color; Products are equivalent configurations.



Other Xerox ColorQube® 8870
Advantages

Competitive Comparisons

Intuitive Print drivers – with powerful features
The ColorQube 8870 print driver offers four tabs to make selections, 
with the majority of necessary functions available from the default 
tab. Commonly used features like paper source, print quality and the 
saved settings feature are all included in the first tab. For users wanting 
exceptional color control, there’s Color By Words (described on the next 
page), and for users that would like powerful control over watermarks, the 
ColorQube 8870 makes it easy. In addition, the ColorQube 8870 driver 
allows users to save driver settings for different printing needs — increas-
ing efficiency by not forcing a user to re-select each setting. The Lexmark 
driver does not offer this feature.

Powerful watermark control
The ColorQube 8870 gives users ultimate control over watermarks, includ-
ing the ability to use a corporate logo (or other image), rotate the angle 
and change density, and create multiple instances for various documents. 
The Lexmark C782 XL has a watermark editor, but it only supports text 
and there’s no control over the density.

The ColorQube 8870 has the ability to input images, such as logos,  
into the watermark.

Commonly used functions are simply laid out on the 8870 driver’s 
default tab.

The Lexmark C782 XL watermark editor has fewer unique settings than 
the ColorQube.

Lexmark users have to go to multiple tabs for paper source and print 
quality options. There is also no “saved settings” feature.
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Competitive Comparisons

Color By Words for brilliant color control
Without the color by words text, Lexmark users have to know the differ-
ence between RGB and CMYK, select individual color control values for text, 
images, and graphics, or get into experimenting with color balance. Color By 
Words enables every day users to say what they want in their color output 
– all in the driver.

Color By Words simplifies color correction
Our Xerox-exclusive “Color By Words,” a powerful-yet-intuitive color tech-
nology, takes the guesswork out of optimizing your color print jobs. With 
Color By Words (English only) there is no need to manipulate source files. 
Users simply select the desired color modifications from a drop-down list 
— such as “pale green colors a lot more green” or “red colors a lot more 
saturated” — and the image is automatically adjusted.

Original image Image enhanced with  
Color By Words

Lexmark users have to know if their document uses RGB or CMYK to set the proper 
color corrections.

Low impact — color printing without the waste 
Color printing with a solid ink machine has a decided advantage when  
it comes to the waste produced, as well as the supplies needed to be 
stored. There are no toner cartridges, no fusers or imaging units and less 
packaging, up to 90% less waste generated compared to comparable 
color laser printers.

Solid Ink: 19 lbs; Laser: 246 
lbs; Total waste produced 
from printing 4,000 pages 
per month for 4 years.


